Gain and spatial characteristics of human lip-muscle reflexes.
Mechanically evoked early and late excitatory reflexes (E1 and E2) and suppression responses (S) were studied in human lip muscle. Acceleration pulses were applied at 30-150 m/s2 independently to the upper and lower lips during lip rounding and lower-lip depression postures, and to both lips during a lip-press posture. E1 responses were prevalent during lip rounding and press gestures and S responses during lip depression. Reflex magnitudes were well correlated with stimulus acceleration for the 3 response components, with E1 responses showing the strongest association. The slopes of linear equations relating reflex and stimulus magnitudes, i.e. reflex gains, for E1 and E2 responses were highly variable across subjects. This variability was partially related to subject gender, females showing larger reflex gains. Two novel findings on the spatial aspects of lip-muscle reflexes are that: (1) S responses in lower-lip muscle are more prevalent to upper-lip versus lower-lip stimulation, and (2) E1 and E2 gains in lower-lip muscle are larger for stimulation of the lower lip compared to stimulation of the upper lip. Further testing suggested that this latter pattern differs with form of stimulation, with a laterally directed sliding stimulus on the upper lip producing predominant effects in both the upper- and lower-lip muscle, and an indenting stimulus producing the largest reflexes in muscle of the stimulated lip.